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Description of the TREMOR Project: 

Both earthquake disaster preparation and emergency response benefit from clear knowledge of an 
earthquake's shaking strength and its effects. TREMOR is a project to produce real-time maps of 
this shaking strength down to a neighborhood level of detail by deploying a dense network of in
expensive seismographs equipped with rapid telemetry. 

Earthquake shaking varies tremendously in strength over very short distances, and seismologist 
are not yet able to predict all aspects of this complexity accurately . The number and reporting 
speed of "strong motion" seismographs (ones that stay on scale even when shaken strongly) have 
been limited severely by the high cost of buying and operating them. Hence it has been impo i
ble to generate accurate, detailed maps of shaking strength at any time, least of all in the critical 
first minutes after a dangerous event. We are testing prototypes of a new cia of sei mograph 
specifically designed to address these speed and cost issues . By exploiting severa l new technolo
gies, the TREMOR seismograph combines lower cost and greater ruggedness with modern real
time communications. With the first group of prototype instruments (deploying in the third 
quarter of 1998), we are beginning what we hope will grow into a large dense array of in tru
ments across the urbanized San Francisco Bay Area. 

We are deploying this prototype array in the City of Oakland (Figure 1 shows a preliminary ite 
map on a geological map base). We chose Oakland becau e of its high risk from the Hayward 
Fau lt and its high densities of population and critica l infrastructure. Furthermore FEMA ha 
chosen Oakland as one of its first "Project Impact" cities. Project Impact is an effort to mitiga te 
earthquake, flood , and other disasters through focused , collaborative preparations. Oakland has 
risen to the challenge with "Project SAFE". TREMOR is part of the USG contribution to these 
efforts . 

We will combine shaking measurements from the TREMOR instruments with any others avail
able to generate detailed maps of the shaking strength patterns. These maps will be available be
ginning within about 10 minutes after the earthquake and will improve in accuracy for about the 
next hour as additional information arrives. 

Users, and How to Become One: 

We plan to map both regional shaking patterns and the details of shaking down to the neighbor
hood level. This goa l is analogous to Doppler weather radar, which shows the overall hape of a 
storm as well as the squall lines within the storm. We anticipate that user will include anyone 
who needs to respond effectively to the emergency. These users certainly would include: 

• Government Emergency ervices agencies from local dispatch through FEMA 

• Lifeline provider (PG&E, PacBell CalTrans, railroads, financial institutions, etc.) 

• The media and through them the general populace 

• In urance companies 

• Port and airport 

• Corporation facing facilitie and recovery issues 

• Structural engineers 

• Earth cienti ts 

• Planners and many more. 
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We wi ll make the shake maps available automatically through the Internet and other pathways 
users may require . At a minimum, we anticipate releasing GIF images on our Web site and ac
tively transmitting a GIS layer to major users (probably Maplnfo™Nertical Mapper™). GIS 
users might, for example, combine this layer with their existing facilities layer to a ist them 
with response prioritization. 

It is essential that all those responding to the emergency have clear, reliable, consistent informa
tion on which to base decisions. Furthermore, the same data will help with the preparation for 
subsequent earthquakes, for example by improving building design and construction and by 
helping scientists to improve their ability to predict shaking patterns. 

Description of the Instrument: 

The TREMOR prototype seismograph (sketched in Figure 2) i a plastic EMA ™ box about 
6x 11 x 9 inches in size (height x width x length). "NEMA" simply means an appro ed utilitie 
and e lectronics enclosure. This box contains power-conditioning circuits, a low-cost s in gle-board 
PC, an analog-to-digital converter, and the sensors-three tough, inexpensive, micromachined 
Silicon accelerometers similar to those that trigger airbags. 

We use weak "5 minute" epoxy glue to attach four "elevator bolts" (bo lts with broad, flat head ) 
to the concrete floor slab of the building. These glue spots are each about one inch in diameter. 
We then attach the NEMA box to the four bolts to anchor the box to the floor. Should removal 
become necessary, the epoxy can be broken away, though it may leave a small scar on the s lab . 

For temperature stability, we cover the NEMA box with a larger box made from two-inch-thick 
ri g id foam insulation of the type used to insulate walls in buildings. This larger box is about 
9x 19x 14 inches in s ize. We seal it to the floor with removable caulking, which come away 
c leanly, leav ing only a "wet" mark . 

Outside the insulating box are a battery (a 3 /ix2 /ix6 inch seven-am p-hour "ge l cel l"), a battery 
charger (2 x4 x7 inches), and the cell-phone modem (1 /ix3 /ix6 inches, with an e ight-inch cell
phone antenna on the back end). The modem is our connection into the Internet. The battery 
provides about 3.3 Watts of power to the NEMA box along a short cab le, and to the modem along 
a longer cab le. We connect the NEMA box to the modem with an RS-232 cab le-the type one 
use on a PC's seri al ports. The modem is placed up on a roof rafter, a window ill , or wherever 
el e it can contact the cel l-phone ervice while staying out of the way. 

The battery can run the y tern for about I 0 hours after the power goes out in a large earthquake. 
(The red light on the charger wi ll remain illuminated when the power goes out, until the battery 
run down .) The battery and it charger will be attached either to the top of the insulating box or 
to the floor next to it with the removable caulking. In Figure 2, we show the preferred arrange
ment of battery and charger. 

Siting needs: 

• Mo t of all we need sponsors willing to host one of the e in struments somewhere out of the 
way in a garage, hed, or utility room . We can remove the in trument at any time with a few days 
not ice though we hope that the installat ion will last for many yea rs. Indeed, large earthquakes 
typica lly are years to decades apart. 

• The in strument must be in a one- or possibly two-story building, preferably of light con truc
tion . For example, wood (like most residences) and light steel ( like a serv ice station or utility 
building) are ideal. We can use concrete or masonry tructure if nothing lighter is avai lab le. 
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• The instrument should be at least as far away from any nearby large structure a the ize of that 
structure (for example, at least as far from a skyscraper as the height of the sky craper). 

• The building must have a grade-level concrete slab, give or take a few inches in lab hei ght. 
The NEMA box is attached to this slab by way of the elevator bolts. 

Being in a low, light building on a grade-level slab results in what seismologi t call a 
"free field" measurement of ground shaking. That is, the measurement is not ignificantl 
contaminated by the structure's own vibrations being fed back into the ground. The haking 
measurements produced by a free-field instrument are useful damage predictors for the 
whole neighborhood rather than for a single building. They can be combined with "fragility 
curves" for any type of structure to estimate how well such structures performed. 

• The instrument should be reasonably secure from vandalism, though the security need not be 
rigorous. It should be out of the way of routine activity, if possible. We as ume any risk of dam
age or loss of the instruments. They are, in any case, very robust to minimize maintenance i its 
so they can survive most accidental abuse. 

• Our aim is to visit the site no more than about every five years (mainly to replace the battery) . 
Initially, it is likely that we wil l have to visit more often, since they are new and likely to ne d 
software upgrades and possibly other attention . 

• The charger draws about 20 Watts from a single wall plug; the charger must be vented becau e 
it wastes most of this power as heat. 

• The room where the instrument is installed should itself be vented for the first few days because 
the removable caulking smells while drying. These fumes may be flammable so it must not be 
installed near a pilot light, such as a water heater. 

• Please don't drown it or burn it! Some components are not fireproof, so direct flame mu t be 
avoided. The exterior components (the battery, the modem, and especially the charger) must not 
get seriously wet. If they do, please unplug the charger, taking care not to get a shock, and give 
us a call when you can. All parts except the battery charger are resistant to water and are low
voltage devices, so minor splashes or spray should not be a problem. However, the charger ha 
open vents and high voltage inside so it must be kept completely dry. 

• The instrument should be at least a few yards away from heavy rotating machines such as 
washing machines, refrigerators, air conditioners, pumps, and generators. Vehicles driving in and 
out of a garage are fine, as is foot traffic. Norma l household and business activities are no prob
lem (or if they are they are our problem and we will move or modify the s ite). 

• Pl ease call, write, or e-mail if you have any questions or concerns: 

Dr. John R. Evans 
USGS, MS-977 
345 Middlefield Rd 
Menlo Park CA 94025 

650-329-4753 
evan andreas. wr. usgs.gov 
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Figure 2. Sketch of TREMOR prototype seismograph installation. 
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